Metadata-based generation and management of knowledgebases from molecular biological databases.
Present-day knowledge-based systems (or expert systems) and databases constitute 'islands of computing' with little or no connection to each other. The use of software to provide a communication channel between the two, and to integrate their separate functions, is particularly attractive in certain data-rich domains where there are already pre-existing database systems containing the data required by the relevant knowledge-based system. Our evolving program, GENPRO, provides such a communication channel. The original methodology has been extended to provide interactive Prolog clause input with syntactic and semantic verification. This enables automatic generation of clauses from the source database, together with complete management of subsequent interfacing to the specified knowledge-based system. The particular data-rich domain used in this paper is protein structure, where processes which require reasoning (modelled by knowledge-based systems), such as the inference of protein topology, protein model-building and protein structure prediction, often require large amounts of raw data (i.e., facts about particular proteins) in the form of logic programming ground clauses. These are generated in the proper format by use of the concept of metadata.